This non-doctrinal study analyzes the practice of ignoring the values of logical-factual justice and righteousness to eliminate corruption among the high-positioned state officials. The aim is to describe the establishment of criminal trials which are ambitious, which yet has counterproductive effects. There is not only injustice, but there is also the ignorance of the premise of material righteousness as the rational working character of criminal law. The primary data is in the form of interview to the perpetrators and the informants. The secondary data is in the form of case documents, which are analyzed qualitatively with the hermeneutic interpretation technique. Results of the study show that the ambitious elimination of corruption has the potentials to break the logics of criminal trials and restricts the ratio and conscience of law enforcers.
INTRODUCTION
The majority of the countries around the globe suffer from the corruption issue, particularly the developing countries. It also applies to some developed countries throughout the world. Therefore, one of the reasons behind the existence of The United 
RESEARCH METHODS
The research kinds used in this research is the normative legal research which shares similarity with doctrinal research. The said legal research is not conducted in field research manner. 4 Normative legal research is conducted in a specific manner related to sui generis, 5 in assisting solving legal issues braced by the society. In this case, jurisprudence is understood as the science of rules (norms), which is the study of 3 Andi, Hamzah. 2007 
1)
Law as a principle of truth which is natural and universally applicable.
2)
Law is considered as positive norms in National Legislation system.
3)
Law is what has been decided by Judges in concreto and systematically as Judge-Made Law.
4)
Law is institutionalized patterns of social behavior which exists as empirical social variable.
5)
Law is a manifestation of symbolic meaning of social behavior as seen in their interactions.
As for normative legal research, a number of approaches are known, which includes: statute approach, conceptual approach, philosophical approach and case approach. The approach used in this research is the statute approach which is conducted by examining all laws and regulations relating to the legal issues being handled, and the case approach, which is an approach which is conducted by examining the cases related to the issues at hand which have become court decision with permanent legal force. 8
DISCUSSION

Trading in Influence
Indonesia is a state of law which, in each policy or operational taken by the administration of the state has to be based on law (rechstaat) instead of the Corruption is literally a fraud or embezzlement for the benefit of others or self in the form of things which are rotten, evil, and destructive. 11 Factors which cause the act of corruption include economic factors, modernization factor, and the lack of 1) The promise, offering or giving to a public official or any other person, directly or indirectly, of un undue advantage in order that the public official or the person abuses his/her real or supposed influence with a view to obtain from the public official an undue advantage for the interest of the act's original instigator or for any other person.
2) The solicitation or the acceptance by a public official or any other person, directly or indirectly, of an undue advantage for himself/herself or for another person in order that the public official or the person abuses his/her real or supposed influence with a view to obtain from the public official an undue advantage.
3) The scope of this offense is broader than the bribery offense, because it concerns "the abuse of real or supposed influence" rather than "doing or not doing" (in accordance with the choice of the bribe giver).
If related to the case that ensnared IG in the corruption case as regulated in testified that IG actually did not know that what he gave was contained gratitude money.
Trading in Influence Criminalization into Corruption
We can see the government spirit in eradicating corruption with the establishment of the Corruption Eradication Commission (KPK-Komisi Pemberantasan Korupsi) despite the existence of the Police and the Prosecutors Office. Corruption has been considered as an exceptional crime or "EXTRA ORDINARY CRIME", so this crime is often regarded as "BEYOND THE LAW" because it involves the HIGH LEVEL ECONOMIC perpetrators and the HIGH LEVEL BEUREAUCRACY, both economic and governmental bureaucrats. While viewed from the impact of corruption itself, corruption is blamed as the main cause of the nation's downturn 19 . Therefore, the government is committed in eradicating corruption.
The Enforcement of Corruption Elimination must be accompanied by clear legal regulations so that there are limits which are included in corruption and which are not.
In Article 40 paragraph (1) The cases of trading in influences are different from bribery or gratification which are clearly regulated in the Constitution of the Corruption Crime. Yet, the law enforcers try to fit it as a crime of corruption. There needs to be criminalization in the cases of trading in influence to enforce that, as the correlation between the trading in influence and the crime of corruption is very strong. The values within the trading in influence and the crime of corruption are the same. Thus, the handling or the treatment in the context of criminal law policies must be comprehensive. This means that is the crime of corruption is a grand act of crime, thus the small things which may influence the appearance of corruption must be handled, so that its treatment is not partial. Apart from that, for the reason of justice, benefits also become the basis in handling the cases of trading in influence, so that it may be included as the crime of corruption. Yet, it becomes unbalanced when, for the mere reason of justice, benefits are without the presence of law certainty, as opined by Gustav Radbruch. Generally, the fulfillment of the certainty of law does not always have to be given priority in every positive law, as if the law certainty must come first, then there will be justice and benefits. Gustav Radbruch then errs his theory that the three aims of law are balanced. 21 The fact that trading in influence is deemed the same as the criminal act of corruption becomes a problem when the trading in influence modus operandi is done by The bribe acceptor must be a state-establisher as there is the element of misuse of power and influence in the position.
The bribe-giver may be a stateestablisher or from the private sector.
The Action
Against the
Law
Receiving/asking for inappropriate benefits.
Receiving gifts or promises to do something related to the position which is against the responsibilities.
Subject of Law
The perpetrator may not be a public
official, yet he/she has the access or 
